
2) New Building Work, Conversions & Extensions 

In this section modern building solutions are illustrated including natural stone facing, 
and applications of lime render, also, examples of the use of reconstituted stone and 
modern render, timber cladding and timber construction, and modern examples of 
fenestration 
Examples in the Parish show evidence of excellence as well as mistaken opportunities 
and it is hoped that aesthetic mismatch and technical error can be avoided. 
Many older terraced or semi-detached cottages have become single use dwellings, while 
barns and significant outbuildings are now put to domestic use, or have become holiday 
lets once converted. 
Conversions and extensions should respect the original structure and be sensitive to old 
materials and methods of construction. From some evidence it is clear that this is not 
always the case. 

2.1 Sensitive conversion of stone outbuilding with timber upper storey. 
  

2.2 Domestic outbuilding, sympathetic (non-reflective) textured green metal roofing. 



2.3 Subtle conversion & extension of a stone out-building into a modern workshop. 

2.4 Textured metal roof and timber structure, tucked into the hillside, overlooking a 
valley. 



2.5  Timber addition for holiday-let, terrace cottages. 

2.6 Sensitive and interesting rear timber extension with artificial stone tiling. 



2.7 Modern extension with traditional feel, using timber and natural stone with suitable 
artificial tiles. 

2.8 Substantial extension in a simple modern style with blend of natural materials and 
contemporary glazing. 



2.9 Conversion and extension to 20th century cottage with various elements successfully 
unified by exterior treatment. 
 

2.10 Early 1800s Cottage with recent Cotswold stone extensions on the east and south 
elevations only just preserves part of the original structure. 



2.11 Modern design and materials in a recent extension to an old cottage: the new 
elevation might have been less dominant if set back from the original front elevation, 
while roofing design, choice of fenestration and non varied artificial stone materials do 
little to enhance the original. 

 

2.12  Inappropriate choice of design and material for “add-on” extension to a bungalow. 
 



2.13 A stark contrast in the exterior treatment of semi-detached cottages, on the left 
good render and preservation of stonework, on the right, damaging cement render 
(inappropriate for underlying stone) and questionable finishing style  

2.14 An example of inappropriate choice of artificial stone material for an extension 



2.15 Quality building work using natural materials in a new terrace of houses. 

2.16 Attractive and varied finished artificial stone that has not weathered to grey 
monotone, post-WWII council built cottages 



2.17 Rear roof extension to early 1800s cottage with replacement Cotswold stone tiles, 
new brick chimney and traditional lime render/lime wash on wall in keeping with main 
structure. 

 

2.18 An old coach house converted to a holiday let with minimal alteration. 
 



2.19 Innovative “linking”solution to enlarging accommodation while retaining the 
original traditional worker’s cottage.  


